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ANTELOPE CANYON*BRYCE CANYON*LAS VEGAS 5 DAYS TOUR
SINGLE

TWIN

3RD&4TH PEOPLE

INCLUDING:

US$1199

US$798

US$598

3 breakfast ; National park admission; Antelope

Excluded Air Ticket

canyon admission

Departure date: Apr 28,2017 (Discount $100 per room if join before Jan 31,2017)
Jun 09,2017
Points of interest: Grand Canyon National Park | Horseshoe Bend | Antelope Canyon | Lake
Powell | Bryce Canyon National Park | Zion National Park | Valley of Fire | Las Vegas

Day 1: Vancouver – Las Vegas- Williams
After gathering in the Las Vegas Air port at noon, our tour guide will lead everyone to take our bus to Williams.
Stay in Williams/Grand canyon area Hotel or same class

Day 2: Williams – Grand Canyon NP-Horseshoe Bend-Page(Antelope Canyon)
After breakfast, you will board a tour bus heading toward the Grand canyon national park, which is home to much of
the immense Grand Canyon, with its layered bands of red rock revealing millions of years of geological history. Marvel
at one of the Natural Wonder of the world as you experience the dramatic views on the edge of a cliff.
In the afternoon, visit a unique part of the Colorado River known as the Horseshoe Bend.
Stay in Page Rodeway inn Hotel or same class.

Day 3: Page(Antelope Canyon) – Lake Powell – Bryce Canyon NP
After breakfast, your first stop will explore the breathtaking Antelope Canyon.. See the characteristic 'flowing' shapes
in the rock formed by flash flooding and other sub-aerial processes and the change of colors when beams of light peek
through the canyon.
Then we will via the Lake Powell and forward to the Bryce Canyon National Park. Years of erosion have carved
colorful sandstone into thousands of spires, arches and mazes for an unforgettable sight.
Stay in Quality inn hotel or same class

Day 4: Zion National Park - Valley of Fire - Las Vegas
After breakfast, we will forward to the Zion National Park. “Zion” means a place of peace and refuge. Enjoy a
spectacle of massive stone formations whose colors change with the light of the day and the seasons.
Then go to the famous Valley of Fire in the afternoon. After that back to Las Vegas and stay in Monte Carlo Hotel or
same class for one night.

Day 5: Las Vegas Leisure shopping day - Vancouver
Free day in Las Vegas. Your amazing trip end with the departure to Vancouver.

Price including: Chinese speaking tour guide, May with some simple English introduction.
Tour coach, hotel accommodation. (Base on 2 beds per room)
Price excludes: Air ticket and airport taxes, USA entry visa, and meals that not mentioned, travel insurance and
Code: ANT05

gratuity (US$10 for driver and tour guide per person per day)
Attention:

Passengers should hold valid passport or traveling document, no refund for any
absent or late, itinerary may be change due to any condition without notice.

(Sina Travel will have the right to change the itinerary or accommodation.)

